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No optimization: exponentially extrapolate [Ao et al., 2006].  

   Drawback: isothermal atmosphere assumption. 

 

Statistical optimization (SO): combine observation and background in an 

statistical optimal way, αopt=αb+(B−1 +O−1)−1B−1(αo−αb). Since O and B are 

unknown, the assumptions are usually applied to simplify the SO.  

 vertically uncorrelated errors [Sokolovskiy and Hunt, 1996] 

 “heuristic weighting” [Hocke, 1997; Steiner et al. 1999] 

 introduce vertical correlated errors [Healy, 2001] 

 dynamic error estimates [Gorbunov, 2002] 

 dynamic error estimates + adjusted error magnitude [Lohmann,  2005]    

   Drawback: priori information dependent; SO assumes unbiased errors. 

 

 

 

 

Background Information 

CDAAC scheme: Lohmann [2005] with 2 par. Adjustment of NCAR clim. model 
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Motivation: to reduce the fluctuation of raw bending angle above 
35 km caused by the ionospheric residual and observation noise by 
averaging, therefore to decrease the dependence of the retrievals 
on the climatological model used for optimization. 
 
Purpose: for climate study 
 
Steps: 
1. Calculate the monthly mean of raw bending angle for each 10° 
latitudinal band; 
2. Retrieve the mean N from the optimized mean bending angle; 
3. Evaluate retrieved mean N by comparing to the ECMWF data.  
 

Averaged bending angle (BA) 
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Compared to averaging of 

individually retrieved 

refractivity profiles, the 

refractivity retrieved from 

the averaged bending angle 

profile shows:  

1. on average, better 

agreement with ECMWF; 

2. significant increase of the 

median height of weighting 

function (zmwv).  
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Zonal averaging of 1 month of COSMIC BA results in reduction of noise 

and increase of the median height of the weighting function (mhwv) in BA 

optimization from ~45km to ~55km thus reducing the weight of background. 

This results in reduction of the N-bias with ECMWF in some cases and 

no reduction in other cases. Why? 

 

Numerical modeling (simulation) of RO inversions with BA optimization 

 

Goals: 

 

- understand and explain results of processing of the observational data 

 

- investigate difference between different BA optimization methods 

 

- investigate absolute inversion temperature errors resulting from use 

  of background 

 

- investigate propagation of small climate temperature signal through 

  inversion chain with BA optimization 

 

- investigate effect of ionospheric residual error on retrieved temperature 
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Method 

 

1) lidar T + P (1 month of data) = "truth" 

   1a) introduce "climate signal": T + delta T 

 

2) forward modeling: "true" T + P => “true" N => "true" BA 

   2a) introduce ionospheric residual error: BA + delta BA 

 

3) background (CIRA) T + P => background N => background BA 

   3a) adjustment of background BA by 2-par log-linear fitting 

          to "true" BA at 20-50km 

   3b) NO adjustment ("classical" optimization) 

 

4) optimization: opt. BA = C1 * "true" BA + C2 * background BA 

 

5) inversion: opt. BA => retr. N => retr. T 

 

6) comparison of retr. T to "true" T - for investigation of inversion errors 

    related to the use of background and to the residual ionospheric errors 

   6a) comparison of retrieved T (with "climate signal") to retrieved T 

         (without "climate signal") - for investigation of the errors 

         of detection of the climate signal 
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Lidar temperature profiles from Mauna Loa (19.28N, 155.36W) for January 2009 

(black). CIRA-86 climatology (red).  
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An example of temperature retrievals with two different BA optimizations. 

Optimization with 2-par adjustment of background agrees better with the 

"truth" than classical optimization below ~45 km. 
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Statistical comparison of temperatures retrieved with different optimizations with 

the "truth". Optimization with 2-par adjustment of background yields better agreement 

in terms of the mean and standard deviation than classical optimization below ~45 km.  
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Increase of the median height of weighting function results in substantial reduction 

of the temperature inversion bias for classical optimization and in marginal or no 

reduction for the optimization with 2-par adjustment of background. 
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Propagation of climate signal 0.2K through RO inversions with BA optimization 

(note: retrieved T in the presence of climate signal is compared to not true T but 

to retrieved T without climate signal). Optimization with adjustment of background 

retrieves climate signal with higher accuracy than classical, but does not show 

improvement with the increase of the median height of the weighting function.  11 



Propagation of larger climate signal 0.4K through RO inversion with BA optimization. 

Inversion temperature errors are about twice larger than for 0.2K signal, i.e. fractionally 

remain about the same: ~50% at ~20km for classical optimization; at ~35km for 

optimization with adjustment of background (mhwv = 45km). 12 



Bending angle error due to L1 and L2 ray separation, after dual frequency ionospheric 

correction, obtained by ray tracing for different electron density profiles (assuming 

spherical symmetry). F-layer introduces the error approx. quadratic wrt. NmF2 and 

increasing with the decrease of HmF2. Relatively weak E-layer introduces significant 

error at and below the height of the layer. Non-spherically symmetric (wavy) sporadic 

E-layer may introduce errors at lower impact heights. 
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NmF2 estimated from CHAMP RO data for Solar Max. and Solar Min. conditions. 
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Residual error of the dual frequency ionospheric correction for spherically 

symmetric Chapman layer (HmF2 = 300km) with NmF2 estimated from 

CHAMP RO data for Solar Max. / daytime and Solar Min. / nighttime. 
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Temperature inversion error introduced by ionospheric residual BA error for Solar Max. 

daytime. For classical optimization, the error is substantially reduced with the decrease 

of the median height of the weighting function; for optimization with 2-par background 

adjustment, reduction of the error is marginal. 
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Temperature inversion error introduced by ionospheric residual BA error for Solar Min. 

nighttime (mhwv = 45km). For classical optimization, the error is negligible. 

For optimization with 2-par adjustment of background, the error is marginally acceptable. 
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Summary 
 

 

Zonal averaging of observational BA before inversions, for climate applications, 

reduces the noise and increases the weight of observations (reduces the weight 

of background). 

 

The advantage of BA averaging (in terms of propagation of weak temperature 

climate signals through RO inversions) depends on optimization method: 

more advantageous for classical optimization, less for optimization with the 

adjustment of background. 

 

However, increase of the weight of observations (median height of the weighting 

function) increases the effect of residual ionospheric error in the retrieved T, 

thus resulting in "leaking" of solar cycle to neutral atmosphere climate. 

 

Correction of the ionospheric residual BA error to solar min. level is needed. 

This can be done by ray-tracing and ionospheric model. E-layer introduces 

a problem. 
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